Controlled multipulse loading with a stuffed striker in classical split Hopkinson pressure bar testing.
Controlled multipulse loading in classical split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) testing is highly desirable for investigating loading history dependent phenomena but rarely explored. Here, we present a novel technique to achieve controlled multipulse loading in SHPB testing with a stuffed striker. This stuffed striker consists of a striker tube, and a striker bar and a gap enclosed inside the tube; upon impact on the input bar, it can produce two separated loading pulses. The gap controls the delay of the second pulse with respect to the first pulse, and the pulse separation (dwell time) can be continuously tuned from zero to hundreds of microseconds. The combination of the stuffed striker and the Lindholm technique [J. Mech. Phys. Solids 12, 317 (1964)] allows for controlled multipulse loading with triple or more pulses. We have validated the working principle of this technique with experiments, and demonstrated its feasibility and flexibility for acquiring relevant dynamic data with double- and triple-pulse loading on polycrystalline Cu. This precisely controlled multipulse loading technique is readily implementable and can be applied to investigating the dynamic response of a wide range of materials.